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Abstract
Let v denote the spectral radius of :IS, the block Jacobi iteration
matrix. For the classes of matrices (i) nonsingular M-matrices and
(ii) p-cyclic consistently ordered matrices, we study domains in the
(v,w)-plane, when v < 1, where the block SSOR iteration method has
at least as favorable asymptotic rate of convergence as the block SOR
method.
£Jet !.~ and S: denote, respectively, the block SOR and SSOR
iteration matrices. For the class of nonsingular M-matrice:s A we de-
termine conditions when the spectral radii satisfy that
p(S~) " p(£~), V0 < w" 2/(1+ v) and V0" v < L
Under these conditions we also show that the optimal SOR iteration
parameter is Wb = 1. For the class of p-cyclic consistently ordered
matrices A we determine for which w's and v's,
Our investigations use of the equality case in Wielandt's inequality
between the spectral radii of a complex matrix and its nonnegative
and irreducible majorizers and of Rouche's theorem for the location of
zeros of complex functions.
1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we seek to determine domains in the (v,w)-plane where the
block symmetric slJccessive overrelaxation (SSOR) method performs at least
as favorably as the block successive overrelaxation (SOR) method. Here v is
the spectral radius of the block Jacobi iteration matrix and is assumed to lie
in [0,1) and W E (0,2) is the relaxation parameter.
Let A- he an n X n real matrix: and consider the partitioning of A into
the p x p block matrix
AI,t A1,2 At,p
A2,1 A2,2 A2 ,p
A (1.1)
ApI! Ap,p
Assume that all diagonal blocks in A are square and nonsingular. Let D
he the block diagonal matrix given by D = diag(A1,lI ••• ,Ap,p). Then the
block Jacobi iteration matrix associated with A I :1; = I _D-1 AI admits the
representation
:/ii ~ L+U, (1.2)
where Land U are, respectively, a block strictly lower and a block strictly
upper triangular matrices. For w E (0,2), the block SOR iteration matrix
associated with A is given by
.c~ ~ (I-wL)-'[(I-w)I+wU]
and the block SSOR iteration matrix associated with A is given by
(1.3)
s6 ~ (I - wU)-l[(I- w)I +wL](I - wLt'[(I- w)I +wUJ. (1.4)
When all the diagonal blocks of A are of order 1 x 1, then the block Jacobi,
SOR, and SSOR iteration matrices are termed the point Jacobi, the point
SOR and the point SSOR iteration matrices associated with A, respectively.
Several results in the direction of finding where the block SSOR has a
better asymptotic convergence rate than that of the SOR have already been
considered in the literature for special classes of matrices. We mention here
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two such results. (a) When A is a nonsingular M-matrix, Woznicki [20]
showed that
peS;:;) S peL;:;) < 1, 'Iw E (0,1) and '1":= p(:!G) E [0,1). (1.5)
Here p(.) denotes the spectral radius of a matrix. Woznicki's proof was
based on a generalization of a comparison theorem due to Varga [17J. (b)
When A is a 3-cyclic irreducible H-matrix, Neumann [14] showed that for
every;; := p(ljAD E (0, T3), where r3::::: 0.418192802 is the unique positive
root of the cubic
l7r3 + r'l - r - 1






peS;:;) < Iw - 11 S peL:), 'Iw E llw(A)· (1.8)








We mention that in this form, A is in consistently ordered normal form .
When the transposed of A is considered, then A is in inconsistently ordered
normal form, cf.[17, p.10l]. Whether A is in consistently or inconsistently
ordered normal form will have no bearing on some of our results here.
We intend to establish two principal results:
(i) Suppose that A is a nonsingular M-matrix so that jG is nonegative.
We shall show that if P(.c~(A») = 1, then
and





This result is achieved by refining the analysis for studying the spectral
radius of the SOR iteration matrix employed in Neumann [12] which uses
the equality case in the inequality between the spectral radii of a complex
matrix and a nonnegative and irreducible matrix which majorizes it due to
Wielandt [19}. This is done in Section 2 under somewhat weaker assump·
tioRs than p(£6) attaining the value 1 at w = w(A).
(ii) From the work of Kahan [9J it is known that p(£~) ~ Iw - 11 and
it is similarly shown in Young [21] that p(S~) ~ (w - 1)2. Therefore it is
reasonable to ask for which pairs (v,w), with v E [0,1) and wE (0,2), does
p(s6) < Iw-11? (1.12)
For any p-cyclic consistently ordered matrices, we fully characterize the
entire set of (v,w)'s for which (1.12) holds. This is done in Section 3. The
main tool that we use for this characterization is the application of Rouche's
theorem, c.f. Tall (16) to the functional relationship between the eigenvalues
>. of the SSOR and the eigenvalues J.l of the Jacobi iteration matrices
[A - (w - 1)')' = AlA - (w - 1)1'-'(2 - w)'w'p? (1.13)
which was found by Varga, Niethammer, and Cai (18]. The investigation
here is in the spirit of earlier works of the authors [6, 7)
Particulary in Section 2 we shall use relatively standard material from
the literature concerning nonnegative matrices, M-matrices, regular split-
tings, comparison theorems for regular splittings, etc. Therefore we shall not
introduce these concepts and their properties in the paper, but rather refer
the reader to the texts by Berman and Plemmons {2], Varga {17], and Young
[21]. The only exception is Woznicki's [20] extension of Varga's comaprison
theorem for regular splittings which we will cite in Section 2.
3
2 ON WHEN THE SSOR METHOD FOR M-
MATRICES IS SUPERIOR IN THE ENTIRE
DOMAIN {(lI,w)IO < 1I < 1 and 0 < w < 2/(l+1I)}
Let A be an n X n nonsingular M-matrix, so that now the block Jacobi
iteration matrix associated with A is nonnegative. As indicated in the in-
troduction, one goal of this section is to show that if P(.C~(A) = 1, where
w(A) = 2/{1 + p(J~)) = 2/{1 + v), then (1.10) and (1.11) hold. These will
be established with a refinement of arguments used in [12]. Recall also our
mentioning that for w E (0, Il, p(S~) .$ p(£6), for all w E (0,1], which
rollows from Woznicki's comparison theorem [20, Thms. 12 and 13] which
we shall cite now. (For a more accessible exposition of Woznicki's results
and further comparison theorems see Csordas and Varga [4]).)
WOZNICKI'S THEOREM Let A = M1 - Nt = M2 - N 2 be two
regular splittings, where AI;?: O. If Mt-
1 ~ Mit, then
p(M,' N,) ~ p(M,lN,).
Furthermore, if A-I> 0 and Mil> Mil hold, then a strict inequality
holds in the inequality between the spectral radii.
Let W E (0,2) and consider the block SOR operator given in (1.3). The
block SOR majorizer is the matrix given by
(2.1)
If w is restricted to the interval {1,2), then on letting
U: = (w -1)(1 _wL)-l and V: = w(1 - WL)-lU, (2.2)
we obtain the representations
1l~ = V~ +U~ and £~ = V~ -U~. (2.3)
Before we state the main result of this section, for the s"ake of com-
pleteness, recall Wielandt's theorem for comparing the spectral radius of a
complex matrix with the spectral radius of a nonnegative and irreducible
matrix which majorizes it. We quote from Varga [17, Lemma 2.3J. For the
original paper see Wielandt [19]:
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WIELANDT'S THEOREM Let R be a nonnegative and irreducible
n x n matrix and let Q be an n x n complex matrix with IQI ~ H. If f3 is
any eigenvalue of Q, then
lill ~ p(R). (2.4)
Moreover, equality is valid in (2.4), i.e., f3 = p(R)e i4>, if and only if IQI = H,
and where Q has the form
(2.5)
and E is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries have modulus unity.
We are now ready to state:
THEOREM 2.1 Let A be an n x n nonsingl.llar M-matrix. If there is a
value Wo E (1,2) for which p(£6a) = p(1i6o), then
p(£~) = p(1i~), Vw E (0,2), (2.6)
and
p(S~) ~ p(£~), Vw E (O,w(A)],
where w(A) is given in (1.7). Moreover,




Proof: Suppose that Wo E (1,2) is an arbitrary but fixed value for which
p(.c6o) = p(1i6a). Let P be a permutation matrix which tarnsforms 116
0
via the similarity P1l~ pT to a Frobenius block triangular normal form.
Note that because in a permutation similarity diagonal entries migrate to
diagonal entries, the expansion of the expression for U~ in a Neumann series
shows that all diagonal entries of S~, and hence all the diagonal entries in
its Frobenius normal form, are positive. Moreover, all diagonal blocks in
the Frobenius normal form of 1l6o are irreducible matrices. As Ip.c6o pT I ~
P1l6a PT because 1.c6o] $1f60 and as p(.c~) = p(1l6a), P£'60pT must have
at least one diagonal block whose spectral radius equals the spectral radius
of the corresponding irreducible diagonal block in P1f60PT. Let J.L = J.L(wo)
represent an index of a diagonal block of Pl.60-pT for which this equality
occurs. It follows by the case of equality in the inequality in Wielandt's
Theorem, that for each eigenvalue of>.. ::::: >"1' of (p.c60 PT )jJ.,jJ. for which
]>"1 = p«P1l60pT)jJ.,p), there exists a 4J::::: 4J>. and a diagonal matrix E = E>.,
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with lEI = I, such that ei t/>E(P£6a PT )p,pE-1 = (P1t60 PT )IJ'1J" But then
from (2.3) we see that
from which, because Ix - yl :2: x + y implies Ix - yl = x + y for nonnegative
numbers zand Y, it follows that




for all entries (k, I) E ji, where ji is the subset of the indices in {I, ... , n}
determined by the /L-th diagonal. block in the Frobenius normal form of1i6
0
•
But as the matrices PVwopT and PUwopT are both nonnegative, (2.11) holds




> 0 => [(PU~pT).,.lk" = 0,
> 0 => [(PV~pT).,.Jk" = O.
(2.12)
We have already mentioned that the Neumann expansion applied to U:
together with the properties of permutation similarities easily yield that all
diagonal entries of(PU~pT)p'lJ are positive and equal to w-I. We therefore
deduce from (2.9) and (2.12) that ei '" = -1. (This was the conclusion made
in [12] under more stringent conditions on A and for Wo = w(A) to which
we referred in the introduction). Equality (2.9) gives now that
E(PU~pT).,.E-l_E(PV~pT).,.E-l = (PU:'pT).,. +(PV~pT).,.,
(2,13)
Taking into account that E is a diagonal matrix, (2.12) has now the impli-
cation that:
{
[(PV~pT).,.Jk" > 0 => Ek,k(E-1 )", = -1
[(PU~pT).,.lk" > 0 => Ek,k(E-l)", = 1.
6
(2.14)
Another implication which (2.12) has upon expanding the expressions for
Uj- and V,j- of (2.2) in Neumann series as applicable is that
(PU~pT)p.,~ .,g, (PU~pT)jJ,jJ and (PV~pT)jJ,jJ ~ (PV~oPT)p.,~, Vw E (1,2),
(2.15)
where the symbol"; designates matrices that are combinatorially identical,
that is, their nonzero entries occur in same locations. But then (2.13)-(2.15)
yield that
E(P(U:- V:)pT).,.E- 1 = (P(U: + V:)pT).,.. ~w E (1,2). (2.16)
This together with (2.3) gives that p(L6) = p(1i6) for all w E (1,2). As
£6 = 1i~ for all w E (0,1], the proof of (2.6) is now complete.
We next prove (2.7). We know from Woznicki's Theorem, that p(S~) ~
p(£6) for all w E (0,1]. Thus we only need consider w's in (l,w(A)]. To this
end consider the SSOR majQr1zer given by
T': = (I - wU)-l[(W -1)1 +wL](I - wL)-l[(W -1)1 +wU] (2.17)
and SOR majarizers given in and (2.1). From the works of Alefeld and
Varga (I] and Killisch [10] we know that for wE (1,2), both majorizers are
iteration matrices induced by regular spllttings of the matrices
A... = 2 - wI -:fA.
w
(2.18)
which have nanpositive off-diagonal entries. It is further known that for
each W E (I,w(A)), A... is a nonsingular M-matrix; for w = w(A), A... is a
singular M-matrix; while for w > w(A), A... is not an M-matrix. The SSOR
majorizer operator is induced by the splitting
A., ~(I - wL)(I - wU) - ~[(w - 1)1 +wL][(w __ 1)1 +wUJ
(Mtlw - (Ntlw,
(2,19)
while tl].e SOR majorizer operator is induced by the splitting
A _I - wL _ [(w - 1)1 +wU] _, ( ) _ (N )... - -. M2 ... 2 ...•
W W
(2.20)




Thus on applying Woznicki's Theorem to the iteration matrices induced by
the splittings (2.19) and (2.20) and taking into account our result in (2.6)
we obtain that
p(.c~) = p(Ji~) = p( [(M')wr' (N,)w)
> p( [(M')wr' (Ndw) = p(T,}) ~ peS:), 'tw E (l,w(A)).
Applying further continuity arguments to the spectral radius at weAl gives
now that -(2.7) is true.
We come now to the proof of(2.8). That p(.c6) .::; p(.ct) for all wE (0,1]
is proved in [17, Theorem 3.16]. Next, as for each w > w(A), the matrix Aw ,
whose off-diagonal entries are nonpositive, is not a nonsingular M-matrix, it
follows from Varga's celebrated regular splittings theorem {17, Theorem3.13}
and from the properties of nonsingular M-matrices that the spectral radius
of the iteration matrix 116 which induced by the regular splitting (2.19)
must satisfy that p(1l'~;) ~ 1. Thus, by (2.6), we have that
p(.c~) ~ l.
Suppose now that w E (l,w(A» and note that (2.6) allows us to work with
the spectral radii of 1i6 instead of the spectral radii of .c6. As the function
w
2-w
is increasing in [l,w(A», we can derive from (2.18) that for the matrices
(Aw)-1 = -2w [I +-2w .J$ +...],
-w -w
o~ (Aw , )-1 ~ (A",,)-I, 'I 1 ~ W, ~ w, < weAl.
Moreover, from (2.20) we see that
(N,)w, ~ (N,)"", 'II ~ W, ~ w, < weAl. (2.23)
Thus from the well known formula of Varga [17, Eq. (3 ..75)] representing
the spectral radius of an iteration matrix induced from a regular splitting
we obtain using both (2.22) and (2.23) that
p(Jiw,) = p((Aw,)-1 Nw, )/(1 +p((Aw, )-1Nw,)
B
for all 1 S wI S Wz < w(A). Hence, using (2.6) together with continuity
arguments at w(A), we see that on the interval [l,w(A)],
p(ct) = min p(C6).
we[l,wCA»)
This concludes the proof (2.8) and of the entire theorem.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the following:
COROLLARY 2.1 Suppose A is a nonsinglJlar M-matrix for which
P(C6(A)) = 1. Then (2.6)-{2.8) hold.
o
Proof: As is commonly known, but has been explicitly used in [12],
P(H~{A) = 1. The conclusion follows now taking WQ of Theorem 2.1 to equal
w(A). 0
Remark 2.1: Corollary 2.1 points to what lead us to believe that (2.7) is
true. On the one hand cases for which for a nonsingular M-matrix, P(£~(A»)
attains 1 have been investigated in the literature, though we only know to
specifically cite here [12]. On the other hand, it was shown in [13] that
for any nonsingular M-matrix A, P(S~(A») < 1. In connection with bounds
on the relaxation parameter for which the SSOR method is convergent for
M- and H-matrices we refer the reader to Neumaier and Varga [11] and
Hadjidimos and Neumann [5]. Finally, note that the proof of Theorem 2.1
shows that under the conditions of the theorem, forw E (1,2), p(.c6) attains
p(H~) only on a negative eigenvalue on its spectral circle, a fact which was





illustrates some of the results of Theorem 2.1 for the 7 x 7 primitive M-
matrix:
I -.8 0 0 0 0 0
0 I -.8 0 0 0 0
0 0 I -.8 0 0 0
A = 0 0 0 I -.8 0 0
-.8 0 0 0 I -.8 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 -.8
-.8 I 0 0 0 0 I
Here v ~ 0.898986. On taking E to be the 7 x 7 diagonal matrix whose i-th
diagonal entry is given by (_1)i, it is readily checked that for any w E (1, 2),
-E£~E-l := 1t6, so that p(£6) = p(1t6) for any such wand all other
conculsions of the theorem apply. For example and as illustarted in Figure
1, the spectral radius of the SOR matrix is smallest at w = 1 and it attains
1 at weAl = 2/(1 + v) :::::: 1.053194. We mention that under the conditions
of the theorem, the optimal w for the block SSOR iteration matrix can well
be greater than 1 as can be seen in the figure. We further comment that al-
though (2.21) holds for (M,)w and (M,)w of (2.19) and (2.20), respectively,
it is not in general true that for these matrices, (Mt}~l > (M2)~I. Therfore
even if A is a nonsingular and irreducible M-matrix so that A-I> 0, we can
not use the latter part of Woznicki's Theorem to sterngthen the conclusion
of (2.7) under this stronger assumption.
Remark 2.2 There are known families of M-matrices which satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 2.1. For example, in [12J it is shown that if A is a
p-cyclic, p = 2k - 1 ~ 3, irreducible inconsistenly ordered M-matrix, then
P(£6(A) = 1. We further mention that Nichols and Fox [15J show that for
a p-cyclic matrix A which is not consistently ordered and not necessarily
an M-matrix or an irreducible matrix, but whose (.J,A)P has a nonnegative
spectrum and v < I, the optimal SOR relaxation parameter is equal to 1.
Thus certain subclasses of M-matrices which satisfy the conditions of our
Theorem 2.1 also satisfy the conditions of [15]. For these subclasses of M-
matrices the results of Nichols and Fox and Theorem 2.1 are in agreement,
but via. different proofs. We finally comment that the satisfaction of the
unonoverlapping" condition (2.12) for the entries of V~ and U: in same
locations for all w E (0,2) is insufficient for the condition (2.6) in Theorem
2.1 to hold. This is born out by a careful examination of the conclusions
of (12, Theorem 3.5(ii)J for the case when A is an irreducible nonsingular
11
inconsistenly ordered p-cyclic, p = 2k ~ ~. M-matrix.
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3 REGIONS OF DOMINANT CONVERGENCE
OF THE SSOR METHOD FOR GENERAL p-
CYCLIC MATRICES
Let A be a p-cyclic matrix with nonsingular diagonal blocks as in (1.9). In
this section we shall inquire after regions in the (v,w)-plane where the su-
periority of the asymptotic rate of convergence of the block SSOR method
is guaranteed over the asymptotic rate of convergence of- the block SOR
method because the leftmost inequality in the separation between the spce-
teal radii
holds?
p(si) < Iw - 11 <:; p(L:i) (3.1)
As in the proof ofour main result of this section we shall require Rouche's
theorem, let us quote its statement as it appears in Tall's book [16]:
RO·UCHE'S THEOREM: Suppose G and F are analytic functions in a
domain containing the track and the interior of a close Jordan contour r
described anti-clockwise. If
IF(,\) - G('\)I < IG('\)I, v,\ E r,
then G(>.) and F(A) have the same number of zeros inside r .
Let A E u(S~) and f.L E u(.:TR), where u(·) denotes the spectrum of a
matrix. We begin by defining a functional equation which is motivated by
the functional relation (1.13)
g(,\) ,~ (,I - (w - 1)'J' - ,\[,\ - (w - 1))'-'(2 - w)'w'p.' ~ o. (3.2)
We comment that it can be shown, c.f., Chong and Cai [3] and (7), that for
A given in (1.9),
A) AT )u(Sw ~ u(Sw ), Vw E (0,2 .
Therefore, although we state all our results in this section for A in the p-
cyclic consistently ordered normal form, these results hold also for A in the
p-cyclic inconsistently ordered normal form.
Suppose that w '# 1. For A E C set ~ = A/(W - 1) and observe that
IA[ < Iw - 11 if and only if [~I < 1. A substitution of A in terms of { and w
13
(3.6)
in the (w, v)-p/ane, the inequaHty (3.1) is valid.
in (3.2) and some algebraic simplifications with the additional substitution
t := (w - 1) yield the equation
Fro ,= ~;~~) = t({ - t)P - {({ - 1)--'(1- t)'(1+ t)P"p. (3.3)
Note that t E (-1,1) \ {OJ. Next define the function
G({) := t({ - t)P. (3.4)
Since for any permissible t, G(~) has all its roots in the interior of the unit
circle we ask, in view of Rouche's theorem: Given a permissible t and
denoting the unit disc by V and its boundary by av, for which
fJ. E C does it hold that
IW - 1)'-'(1 - t)'((1 + W"PI < It({ - t),l, V{ E av ? (3.5)
This question is equivalent to the question of determining for a given per-
missible t, for which fJ.'S in C does it hold that
. I{ - W (1- t)'(1 + t)P
1
I"
mm > ~,eaD I{ 11p-' ItI .
Since ~ E av, { = :z: + iy, where :z:, y E Rand :z:2 + y2 = 1. After some
further elementary algebraic manipulations, the question posed in (3.6) can
be recast as for which values of f.L E C,
. (1 +t' - 2tx)p/, 2P/'-'(1 - t)'(1 + t)P (3.7)
mm > [fJ.IP ?-1$::$1 (1 :z:)p/2 1 ItI .
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.1 Let A be a nomingular block p-cycHc, p ;:: 3, matri:z:
given in (1.9). Let :JR, £6, and S~ be, respectively, the block Jacobi, the
block SOR, and the block SSOR iteration matrices. Suppose that v = p(:J!).
Set
w· = 2.jP (3.8)
P v'2 +.jP









Proof: In accordance with the left-hand-side of (3.7) define the function
(I + t2 - 2'x)'/2
h{x,t) = (I x),/2 , .
We shall use the symbol ""," to denote equality in sign between two expres-
sions. Then partial differentiating h(:z:, t) with respect to:z: and omitting all
possible -positive expressions which appear as multipliers which are encoun-
tered during simplifying the expression we obtain that
8h/8x ~ -pt(l- x),/2-1(1 + ,2 _2tX)'/2-1 +
{p/2 -1)(1 + ,2 _2tx),/2(1_ x)'/2-2 ~ ... ~
,{x - (1/4)[-{p - 2){t + 1ft) +2p]}.
Recall that t = w - 1 and t t- O. We distinguish between two cases: t < 0
and t > o.
Case 1: -1 < t < O. In this case, for all p ~ 3, it can be easily
verified that t + lIt < -2 which, together with the fact that -1 ::;: :z: ::;: 1,
gives that x - (1/4)[-(p - 2)(t + 1ft) + 2p] ::; -1. This inequality makes
the rightmost expression in (3.11) positive. Hence the minimum of h(:z:, t)
occurs at :z: = -1. For p = 2, it can readily be verified that x = -1 also
minimizes h(x, t). Substituting x = -1 in (3.7) shows that the set of all p.'s
in C which satisfy it is given by
1'1 ' /'
11'1 < 2' 2/'{1 _ t)2/,
11- wl'/'
(3.12)
Case 2: 0 < t < 1. In this case, for all p ~ 2, it can be readily checked
that t + lIt> 2 which, together with the fact that -1 ::;: x ::;: 1, gives that
.(t,p):= (1/4)[-{p - 2){t + 1/') + 2p] ::; 1. For p = 2 we have equality in
this inequality, otherwise s(t,p) < 1. For p ~ 3, the stronger stipulation
'(',p)::; -I holds if and only if
1 < wSw;,
while -1 :5" s(t,p) < 1 if and only if
• < 2wp _ w < .
(3.13)
(3.14)
The inequality s(t,p) :5" -1 makes the rightmost expression in (3.11)
nonnegative for all x E [-1,1). This means that the minimum of h(x, t)
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occurs again at x = -1. Substituting x = -1 in (3.7) shows that the set
of allil's in C which satisfy (3.7) is the same as the set of p.'s which satisfy
(3.12).
We next consider the situation when w is in the range given in (3.14). In
this case for every t = w - 1 and every p 2:: 3 substituting the value Xt,p =
s(t,p) in the last sign equivalent expression to 8hj8z given in (3.11) causes
it to vanish. Prior to the point Xt,p, one can check that 8hj8x < 0, and
beyond Xt,p, we have that 8hj8x > O. Hence for every pair (w,p) admissible
under the present consideration, the function h(x, t) has a minimum in the
interval [-1,1) at Xl,p' Substituting Xl,p in (3.7) yields the following bound
on the set of all JL'S in C for (3.7). The bound that results is as follows:
pl/2t1j2




For p = 10, a graphical illustration of the region 'R(p) specified in (3.9)
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is given in the shaded area.. in FIGURE 2 below:
FIGURE 2: The domain new)
We close the paper with some remarks.
Remark 3.1: It is readily verified that the right boundary of the re-
gion specified in (3.9) and illustarted in FIGURE 2 is, for a fixed p, a
strictly decreasing function for w E (0,1) and a strictly increasing function
for w E (1,2). The behavior of the right boundary for a fixed w E [1,2) as
a function of p is much more intricate and its complete characterjzation is
given in the internal report [8J.
Remark 3.2: When p = 2, (3.7) reduces to determining the set of all
17
JL E C such that
(1 ')'(1 +,)'
min (1 +,' - 2'x) > - 11'1'. (3.16)
-1~'9 1'1
When -1 < t = w - 1 < 0, (3.16) will be satisfied whenever
(1 _ w)'/'
11'1 < 2 w .
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